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About This Game

After returning from school, 12 year old Midori receives a message on the social network from a stranger.
He invites her to play the "Blue Whale", a mysterious and dangerous game,

at the end of which Midori should become a whale...

A death trap? Urban legend? Or just a child's play?

Immerse yourself in the heart of the teenage girl, go through with her the trials of a stranger,
find yourself in nightmares, untangle this strange story and save Midori.

BlueWhale - 2d-horror adventure:

- exciting plot

- several endings

- existential atmosphere

- surreal dreams

- topic of teenage suicide
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Title: Blue Whale
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Lissencephaly
Publisher:
Lissencephaly
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, or 10

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB

Storage: 400 MB available space
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Sometimes I think that I shouldn't have been at all. It would be easier to admit to yourself that it will never be better. Every day,
wake up with hope and fall asleep with tears. Solitude is worse than death.. this game was\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
ehh this game wasnt all too fun as i hoped it would be. i love rpg maker games which is why i bought it. but my expectations
were too high.. This isnt a good game please save yourself the trouble and don't play it. It lacks any direction and theres no
saving so if your game crashes or you close it on accident have fun walking through the entire thing again.. so I bought this game
bc I like games like To The Moon, Lydia, Distraint and so on
and I thought this could really be a good game, atmospheric, dark, different
but sadly it turned out to be nothing but annoying, here's why

+ the concept is good
+ there are a lot of letters to be found with interesting\/meaningful messages
+ sometimes creepy shadows appear and bring some change
+ it would have a nice atmosphere but

- it just gets really frustrating really fast because:
- you can't save your game
- you gotta die for achievements
- you sometimes die by only approaching some things\/creatures
- you have to restart every single time
- it's really just walking around aimlessly and hammering "Z" the whole time
(- I couldn't even find one guide)
- doesn't seem like there's really any story to it
- the proportions are just so wrong
(which I know in many games isn't an issue but here... f. ex. at one point there is a character she calls "girl" and she herself is
only half as tall as her so what are we playing, an infant?...)

btw I could only play it in window mode
and one can't change any settings

. I really like the graphics in this game. HELP]Do anyone know hot to get to the blue whale end? I've tried not to act as the list
commands but at last it just turned out the good end.. 30 minutes in, still no "choices" per se.
The game does deliver on its promise of a bleak tone.
Sound design is mostly solid though there are large swathes of the game where there is no sound at all.
Probably worth a look if you are interested in the premise.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/AwTWjj4YZJs
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Blue Whale is one of the least interesting horror games I have played. I purchased it because I kind of liked the Creepypasta it
was (very loosely) based off of, and enjoy the indie\/pixel-horror subgenre quite a lot. Unfortunately this game doesn't take a
whole lot from the creepypasta it is based on, and lacks any real direction in general. There is not a whole lot here in terms of
horror either. I felt more bored and dissopointed than I felt fearful. The game even tries to have a sense of humor that doesn't
mesh with the horror aspects either, which wouldn't be a huge deal breaker if the sense of humor was actually funny. Also, I do
not think there is any save feature here, which makes the experiance even more frustrating. That said, I do believe that this game
is the developer's first public project, so there is nowhere to go but up. I would love to see this developer improve in the future,
even if their first outing was a dissopointment.. [HELP]Do anyone know hot to get to the blue whale end? I've tried not to act as
the list commands but at last it just turned out the good end.. I found this game to be somewhat lacking. The premise of having
only one chance to get to the end leaves me scared to fail because I don't want to slog through the entire journey back to where I
was. I found the lack of interactability to be unpleasant, especially at the start where you have to eat a cookie. Upon interacting
with the plate, it tells you what they are, but I hadn't a clue if I had actually completed the task. Perhaps adding a sound effect
with a black screen might add more immersion, such as the way other RPGMaker games would?
Visually, this game is gorgeous, and I love the design of Midori, but I just couldn't find myself getting invested.
Perhaps when I have more patience I'll return, but I'm not the biggest fan of walking simulators, and while I did get one good
scare, it hasn't really wowed me or left me craving more. Apologies, but I just don't see the appeal.. I really like the graphics in
this game. I mean It's not the worst horror game I ever played but there is room for improvement. I mean I did get some scares
out of it but since It's so easy to die in and you have start from the beginning after you die, my fear just turned into anger. The
game fails at being scary once you get farther in.

I feel like the fear factor would gone up If the game was much longer and had no game overs. Speaking of that, the tagline is
pretty misleading "You only have one chance" except once you finish the game you can go back and start over. The game had
alot of partensiol but It wasn't enough. The only positive things I can say about It was the graphics we're nice and I though the
closing the game after the messege error part in the beginning was a nice touch.

Overall I'll give it a 5\/10
Not a bad game but could be better.

P.S If your gonna make a game about the blue whale challenge, don't leave any details out.. Sometimes I think that I shouldn't
have been at all. It would be easier to admit to yourself that it will never be better. Every day, wake up with hope and fall asleep
with tears. Solitude is worse than death.. If you are only here because of the news about the thing of the same name, umm, I can
see the connection. There are multiple endings, however. Just a hint.
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